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Dos and Donts
Do’s and Don’t’s
Do’s and Dont’s
Dos and Don’ts
Don’t underestimate the importance of punctuation!
When in doubt, google it!!

Opening Remarks
“Every presentation is your job talk; every paper is your resumé.”
- R.W. Dibble
“Everybody wants to be an author; nobody wants to read and write it.”
- H.G. Im
• You cannot be successful if you are not a good writer.
• Everyone can do it! English writing is much easier than your PhD
research. Devote time and effort consistently.
• Your research and publication will be much more productive if the
editorial part is out of the process.

Essential References
•
•
•

W. Strunk, Jr. and E.B. White, “The Elements of Style,”
the Elements of Style Press, in various editions.
Lynne Truss, “Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero
Tolerance Approach to Punctuation,” Avery, 2006.
Kristin Sainani, “Writing in the Sciences”
(https://coursera.org/learn/sciwrite)

Outline of Stanford Coursera Sessions
Unit 1:
Unit 2:
Unit 3:

Unit 4:

Avoid clutters
Active voice (with caveats)
Writing with verbs than nouns
Punctuation
Parallelism
Paragraphs
Examples and practices

A good starting point, but not sufficient.
Practice, practice, and practice!

Sneak Preview – Part II, Pronunciation
• “y” /j/ is a consonant, not a vowel. It has a sound!!
Up front: has a /j/ sound.
Ø
Yield vs. eel
Ending with “gy”: pronounce it like “ii”.
Ø
Energy, synergy, technology vs. sponge, refuge, knowledge
Following a consonant: works like a vowel with “i” or “ai”
Ø
Kyle, Hyena, Cyan, Type
Ø
Hypnosis, Krypton, Typical
Ø
This is why English speakers have a difficulty pronouncing
“Hyundai”

Writing Principles
• Good writers do
Ø
Minimal writing
- A shorter sentence is always more powerful.
Ø
Write short paragraphs (but not too short)
- If a paragraph is an entire page length, something is wrong.
Ø
Avoid repetition of words/sentences
- Use a programming logic.
- Expand your vocabulary.
• Best writing teachers
Ø
(Attentive) reading is fundamental.
- Newspapers, magazines, etc.
Ø
When in doubt, google it.
Ø
Learn, use, and repeat.

Outline
•

Elements
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

•

Composition and style
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

•

Correct use of words
Scientific notations
Capitalization
Punctuation
Hyphenation
Voice
Tense
Avoiding clutters
Paragraphs, abstracts

Final words

ELEMENTS
Correct use of words
Scientific notations
Capitalization
Punctuation: commas, colons, semicolons, possessives
Hyphenation

Do Not Use
• Never start a sentence with
Ø
And, also, so, but, etc.
⇒ In addition, moreover, therefore, however, nevertheless, etc.
Ø
In order to ⇒ To (sufficient at the beginning of a sentence)
• Do not use unnecessary abbreviations
Ø
It’s, don’t, they’re, a & b
Ø
Acronyms:
Define for the first time, and use consistently (not back and forth)
Avoid when necessary (especially in presentation slides)

Do Not Use
• Never use the following informal words:
Ø
Quite – no alternatives. It’s not “quite” necessary.
Ø
Very ⇒ highly, strongly, significantly, substantially, noticeably
(be more specific depending on the situation)
Ø
Think ⇒ consider, believe
Ø
Mean ⇒ imply, suggest
Ø
Get ⇒ become
Ø
Enough ⇒ sufficient
Ø
A little ⇒ slightly
Ø
A lot of ⇒ many, a large amount of, a number of
Ø
Whole ⇒ entire
Ø
Till (old English) ⇒ until, up to
Ø
Burnt, unburnt (old English) ⇒ burned, unburned

Do Not Use
• A prefix (non, pre, post, semi, etc.) cannot stand alone.
Ø
Ø

Post doc = postdoctoral researcher = postdoc
Hyphenate or not?
- Use it for long prefixes/words or uncommon use:
quasi-equilibrium, semi-empirical, re-review
- Don’t use it for short words or established words:
premixed, nonequilibrium, nondimensional, milliseconds
- Gray zone:
auto-ignition/autoignition, equi-diffusive/equidiffusive
⇒ Either is ok. Be consistent throughout the manuscript.

However versus But
However is an adverb, NOT a conjunction.
• However is used at the beginning of the sentence followed by a comma.
They have the same meaning, but they are used differently. (O)
They have the same meaning, however, they are used differently. (X)
They have the same meaning, however they are used differently. (X)
They have the same meaning; however, they are used differently. (O)
• Sometimes it is inserted in the middle or at the end of a sentence.
Ø
Many of these techniques, however, are not applicable at high
pressure conditions.
Ø
The concept may be implemented in practice. It will not work,
however.

Can and May
Can is unnecessary most of the time. Avoid it.
• If it is the case sometimes, use may.
Ø
Boosted engine operations can may cause pre-ignition.
• If it is possible, but you already did it, use is.
Ø
Using Equations (1) and (2), it can be is shown that…
Ø
It can be is seen in Figure 1,…
• Can is used only when it is possible, but proving it is not the scope of
the work.
Ø
The method proposed here can be used for partially premixed
combustion modeling. This will be investigated in future work.

Should and Must / Will and Shall
• Should = I want it to be (hardly useful in technical writing)
• Must = is necessary to, has to
For Equation (1) to be valid, coefficient A must be greater than zero.
Based on Equations (3) and (4), the pressure scaling exponent
should/must be 2.3, but the results show a much higher value.
(both are acceptable in this case)
• Shall is old English. The subtle difference between will and shall is not
needed in technical writing.
In the following, we shall will demonstrate the validity of the model.
⇒ In the following, the validity of the model will be demonstrated.

Scientific Notations
• Italic vs. Roman (general rules, but may be journal-specific)
Ø
All scientific units are in roman: mm not mm, kJ not kJ
Ø
Species names are in roman: CH4, H2O
Ø
Nondimensional numbers are in roman: Re, Da, Ka
Ø
Variables are in italic. Subscripts are mostly roman, but variables as
subscripts are in italic: T0, SL, Reη
Ø
The same rules must be applied in the text and figures.
• Scientific prefixes: f, p, n, μ (u), m, k, M, G, T, P (kg, not Kg or KG)
• Units are capitalized in symbols, but lower-cased when spelled out.
W is watt(s), J is joule(s), Ω is ohm(s).

Capitalization
Do not capitalize words just because you think they are important.
• Acronyms for general terminology are spelled out in lower case:
Ø
laser induced fluorescence (LIF), computational fluid dynamics
(CFD), direct numerical simulation (DNS)
• Proper nouns are capitalized:
Ø
Microsoft Word, Clean Combustion Research Center (CCRC)
• Exceptions: diesel, laser, etc. (commonly established words)
• Capitalization of titles must be applied consistently:
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/capitalizing-titles
Ø
Do not mix “2. Experimental method” with “3. Results and
Discussion.”
• ALL CAPS ARE CONSIDERED SHOUTING. Do not use it.

Punctuation: Commas
Use commas generously, and correctly.
•
•
•

•

•

Do not separate a subject from its verb with a comma.
Ø
The world which we live in, is a marvelous place. (X)
A pair of commas elaborate the subject (parenthetic expressions).
Ø
The world, which we live in, is a marvelous place. (O)
Do not join independent clauses by a comma without a conjunction.
Ø
It is nearly half past five, we cannot reach town before dark. (X)
Ø
It is nearly half past five, and we cannot reach town before dark. (O)
Or use a semicolon:
Ø
It is nearly half past five; we cannot reach town before dark. (O)
Do not use periods for commas.
Ø
He was an interesting talker. A man who had traveled all over the world, and
lived in half a dozen countries. (X)
Earth, wind, and fire (the Oxford comma, preferred) / earth, wind and fire (may be
acceptable)

Punctuation: Colons and Semicolons
• Colons are used for a list of items.
Ø
Examples of premixed flame devices are: (a) bunsen burner, (b)
gasoline engines.
• Semicolons connect two complete sentences.
Ø
My wife would like tea; I would prefer coffee.
Ø
It can occur in both melodic and harmonic lines; however, it is
subjected to certain constraints.
• Semicolons are also used in separating many items with commas.
Ø
(Williams, 1979; Clavin et al., 1981; Matalon and Matkowsky, 1982)
• Mixed use of colons, semicolons, and commas (an example):
Ø
Several fast food restaurants can be found within the following cities:
London, England; Paris, France; Dublin, Ireland; Madrid, Spain.

Punctuation: Possessives
• Possessive ’s applies to all words (Strunk Jr. and White)
Ø
Charles’s friend, Burns’s poems, the Beatles’s concert tour
Exceptions: ancient names
Ø
Jesus’ disciples, Achilles’ heel, Moses’ laws
• Pluralized acronyms look awkward (controversial)
Ø
PAHs, ODEs, DNSes
⇒ Solution: avoid using it (e.g. DNS studies, an ODE system)
• Possessives of plurals may be confusing.
Men’s Wearhouse
Other people’s countries
Children’s songs
It’s a nice car, but I don’t like its color.

Quotations
• In modern English (e.g. NY Times), single quotation marks (‘ ’) have no
place, except for the quotation within quotation.
Ø
Deborah said, “I read an article titled ‘A Poor Woman’s Journey.’”
• Use “ ” when quoting another person’s words.
Ø
The term represents the diffusion velocity caused by temperature
gradient, often referred to as “thermal diffusion.”
Ø
There is no “right” approach. (Others say so, but I don’t agree)
• Do not use “ ” or ‘ ’ for emphasis – use italic or bold.
Ø
As Bradshaw has succinctly put it: in the viscous near-wall region
there are no large eddies.
Ø
We use the term residual stress for the quantity often referred to as
the sub-grid scale (SGS) stress. (Defined by the author)

Hyphenation
Most people over-hyphenate.
• Prefixes and suffixes: see page 12.
• Compound modifiers: the most important thing is clarity of meaning.
Ø
A man-eating shark vs. a man eating shark
Ø
Diffusion-induced instability, bluff-body-stabilized flames
• Words of a compound modifier must be followed by a word.
Ø
A state-of-the-art technology. / The technology is the state of the art.
Ø
A work-in-progress report / This is work in progress.
Ø
The well-known flashback behavior. (ok, but even this is challenged)
vs. The behavior is well known as “flashback.”
• Suspended (hanging) hyphens
Ø
Pre- and post-flame zones, family-owned and -operated
• An adverb ending in -ly is not usually hyphenated.
Ø
Partially premixed flames, outwardly propagating flames

STYLE AND COMPOSITION
Voice
Tense
Avoiding clutters
Paragraphs – avoiding repetitions
Abstract

Voice (I)
• Minimal writing principle holds.
• Use passive voice if it eliminates “we,” so long as it does not increase
the length.
Ø
In this study, we present ⇒ This study presents
Ø
We show in Figure 1 that ⇒ Figure 1 shows that
Ø
We confine our analysis to the tip region.
⇒ The analysis is confined to the tip region.
Ø
We have made it more clear that our paper only focuses on high
temperature regimes.
⇒ It is more clearly stated that the present study only focuses on
high temperature regime.

Voice (II) – Examples from Coursera
• Active voice without “we” (https://coursera.org/learn/sciwrite):
Ø
Increased promoter occupancy and transcriptional activation of p21
and other target genes were observed.
⇒ We observed increased promoter occupancy and transcriptional
activation of p21 and other target genes. (Coursera)
⇒ The results showed increased promoter occupancy and
transcriptional activation of p21 and other target genes. (Better)
Ø

A strong correlation was found between use of the passive voice and
other sins of writing.
⇒ We found a strong correlation between use of the passive voice
and other sins of writing. (Coursera)
⇒ Use of the passive voice is strongly correlated with other sins of
writing. (Better)

Tense (I)
• Past tense for what was done.
Ø
The CONVERGE code was used to simulate auto-ignition events.
Ø
The spray chamber temperature was set at 400K.
• Present tense for reporting the results (figures, etc.) and stating facts.
Ø
Figure 2 shows that the efficiency increases as the engine speed
increases.
Ø
The spray chamber has an inner diameter of 30 cm.
• Future tense for future studies and later sections.
Ø
The effects of preferential diffusion will be investigated in future
work.
Ø
Details of the mechanism will be (are) discussed in Section 4.
(Both are ok, but be consistent throughout the manuscript)

Tense (II)
• Do not use future tense for conditional clauses.
Ø
Additional increase in temperature will lead leads to auto-ignition.
Ø
As the reaction continues, the chamber pressure will reach reaches
the limit.
• Present perfect only for cumulative information.
Ø
This subject has been studied for over a decade. (O)
Ø
Im and coworkers have explored the flame characteristics for a
wide range of Ka conditions. (O)
• Avoid unnecessary use of present perfect.
Ø
The same behavior has been was reported by Lee et al. (2011).
Ø
The figure has been was added in the revised manuscript.

Avoid Unnecessary Words
• “As mentioned above”
If you have to recap an important point, rephrase it concisely without
having to make an excuse.
• “As can be seen in Figure 2”
The reader is already looking at it.
• “It is interesting to note that”
It may be interesting to you, but maybe not to the reader. Just “note
that” is enough and let the reader find it interesting.
• “It is worth mentioning that”
If it is not worth mentioning, it is not. For emphasis, “note that” is
sufficient.

Paragraphs – To Write Concisely and Clearly
• Keep each paragraph short, but not too short.
If a paragraph fills the entire page, something is wrong.
• A paragraph starts with a leading statement, and ends with a summary
statement.
Say what you are going to say, say what it is, and say what you said.
• Organize the paragraphs within a section (per lead statements)
This eliminates the need to state “as mentioned before.”
• In each paragraph, avoid repetition of the same words.
Enhance your vocabulary (practice, practice, and practice).

Abstracts
An abstract is NOT an introduction.
• Always start with a summary description of what this study is about
(without repeating the title).
• An abstract must be a stand-alone document.
Ø
No detailed numbers (except for a few critical ones).
Ø
No references
Ø
No symbols
• The same rules apply to the conclusions section.
Ø
A stand alone narrative.
Ø
No detailed numbers, no references, no symbols.

Abstracts – Bad (246 words)
Although the majority of existing combustion devices operate at high pressure conditions, most of our
understanding of the soot formation process and soot physicochemical properties rely on studies performed
at atmospheric pressure. Pressure is known to have nonlinear effects on combustion processes and a
significant influence on soot formation; soot loading increases with increasing combustion pressure. Soot
characteristics directly affect soot oxidation and optical/radiative properties, and it is desirable to have a
better insight into them under high-pressure conditions. Due to scarcity of information on soot primary
particles, aggregate morphology, and soot nanostructure relevant to high-pressure combustion, there are
challenges in predicting soot oxidation and radiation, particularly at engine-relevant conditions.

Delete
This belongs to Introduction

In this study, we perform Raman spectroscopy measurements on soot sampled from a set of laminar
diffusion flames of ethylene at various pressures, ranging from atmospheric pressure to 12 bar. Our results
show an increase in soot maturity as the pressure increases within the range of investigated pressures. In the
examined co-flow flames, pressure seems to have an indirect influence on soot nanostructure through an
earlier inception of soot, resulting in longer residence times of the carbon soot particles in the hot and
reactive flame environment. It is found that soot maturity, tracked through the size of graphitic domains, La,
increases linearly with residence times. The longer residence time of soot in high-pressure flames could be
the main cause of the higher degree of graphitization observed, which suggests a greater resistance to
oxidation with increasing pressure.

Abstracts – Bad (235 words)
Due to the size and complexity of industrial-scale systems and computing limitations, semi-empirical
soot models are often employed in CFD simulations rather than computationally-expensive detailed
models. Many of these models were developed for specific applications with unique characteristic
timescales and/or validated only under fuel-air combustion conditions. Hence, their use in different
contexts, such as oxy-combustion, could lead to inaccurate predictions. In this study, twelve semiempirical models (1-step or 2-step) are evaluated on their ability to respond to changes in
stoichiometric mixture fraction (Zst) and strain in a series of ethylene counterflow flames which span
the experimental sooting-to-non-sooting (yellow to blue) transition. A unique approach of plotting
soot formation rate in normalized, local equivalence ratio space is introduced to aid in the analysis.
Results show that no existing model is able to predict a blue flame when Zst is increased beyond the
experimentally-measured sooting limit. Many models give the counter-intuitive result of increasing
peak and/or integrated soot volume fraction (svf) as Zst increased, contrary to experimental
observations. Two models are able to successfully predict a blue flame upon increase of strain to
the sooting limit value. For two-step models, the strong dependence of growth rate on surface area
results in high sensitivity of svf to changing flame boundary conditions, but with mixed accuracy.
There remains a significant need for a robust semi-empirical model which can accurately predict
soot fraction in systems with oxygen-enrichment or variable strain.

Abstracts – Good (242 words)
The focus of this study is to aid the development of the isobaric combustion engine by investigating
multiple injection strategies at moderately high pressures. A three-dimensional (3D) commercial
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code, CONVERGE, was used to conduct simulations. The
validation of the isobaric combustion case was carried out through the use of a single injector with
multiple injections. The computational simulations were matched to the experimental data using
methods outlined in this paper for different multiple injection cases. A sensitivity analysis to
understand the effects of different modeling components on the quantitative prediction was carried
out. First, the effects of the kinetic mechanisms were assessed by employing different chemical
mechanisms, and the results showed no significant difference in the conditions under consideration.
Next, different liquid fuel properties were examined, and it was found that the physical properties of
the fuels have a notable effect in terms of evaporation and atomization, which lead to a variation in
the considered numerical case. The effect of thermodynamics properties was also investigated by
testing different equations of state (EOS) such as ideal gas, Redlich-Kwong, and Peng-Robinson.
While the ideal gas model underpredicted the results, the other two EOS yielded similar and good
predictions of the experimental data. The effects of different heat transfer models and the number of
spray parcels were also found to be insignificant. Based on the sensitivity study, general guidance
on different parameters to be used for isobaric combustion simulation was achieved.

Abstracts – Good (194 words)
Computational prediction of thermoacoustic instabilities arising in gas turbine and aero-engine
combustors still remains a challenge especially if fuel is injected in a liquid spray form. This study
shows that, in LES of such a combustor, the treatment of the liquid fuel film created on the walls of
the injection system affects the mean flame weakly, but modifies the flame dynamics strongly. The
configuration used for this work is the experimental setup SICCA-spray available at EM2C
laboratory in Paris. First steady spray flame measurements are used to validate the LES EulerLagrange approach. Two modelling strategies for the interaction between the liquid fuel and the
injector walls are tested with a negligible impact on the flame shape and structure. In the second
part the same comparison is applied to another operating condition where a self-sustained thermoacoustic limit-cycle is experimentally observed. In that case resonant coupling is achieved with LES,
confirming the adequacy of the approach but only when the film layer is taken into account. Indeed,
contrarily to the stable configuration, the difference between the two Lagrangian boundary
conditions is shown to have a major impact on the feedback mechanism leading to the
thermoacoustic oscillation.

Statement by the Saudi Ministry of Hajj and Umrah
June 22, 2020
In light that the Coronavirus (COVID-19) has spread to more than 180 countries around the world, and that deaths related to COVID-19
have reached almost half a million and over 7 million cases have been confirmed globally, and in accordance with what has been stressed
by the Saudi Ministry of Health regarding the continued risks stemming from this pandemic and the lack of available vaccinations and a
cure for those who have been infected by COVID-19 around the world, and to preserve the security of global public health especially in light
of the increase in the number of cases in most countries according to reports issued by global health organizations and institutions, and
considering the risks of the disease and infections spreading in crowded gatherings where it is difficult to maintain safe social distancing
among the individuals gathered,
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, whose top priority is to always enable Muslim pilgrims to perform Hajj and Umrah rites safely and securely
and which has been keen since the beginning of the pandemic to take all necessary precautionary measures to protect pilgrims, including
by suspending the entry of Umrah pilgrims while ensuring the safety of the pilgrims already present at the holy sites, a decision that has
received many approbations from Islamic and international organizations in recognition of its wide contribution to fighting the virus globally
and supporting the efforts of health organizations in limiting the spread of the deadly disease,
and in light of continuation of the pandemic and the risks of Coronavirus spreading in crowded spaces and large gatherings, and its
transmission between countries, and the increase in average infections globally, it has been decided that Hajj for this year (1441 H/ 2020
AD) will be held whereby a very limited number of pilgrims from various nationalities who already reside in Saudi Arabia, would be able to
perform it. This decision is taken to ensure Hajj is performed in a safe manner from a public health perspective while observing all
preventative measures and the necessary social distancing protocols to protect human beings from the risks associated with this pandemic
and in accordance with the teachings of Islam in preserving the lives of human beings.
The government of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques is honored to serve millions of Hajj and Umrah pilgrims annually and it confirms
that this decision stems from the top priority it accords maintaining the safety of pilgrims on its land until they depart to their home countries.
We ask Allah the Almighty to protect all countries from this pandemic and keep all humans protected and safe.

References
Follow the format of the journal precisely. Be consistent.
•
•
•
•
•
•

References must be in consistent format throughout.
Do not miss the details (year, page number, DOI if it is not in print).
Must be up to date as of the draft submission date.
Spaces between names, initials, etc. must be all consistent.
Do not use et al. in the author list unless the list is excessively long.
Citation (in APA style)
Ø
Two authors: Im and Kim (2016)
Ø
Three or more authors: Roberts et al. (2015)
Ø
In parenthesis: A previous study (Law and Williams, 1973) and further
extensions (Buckmaster, 1977; Clavin and Williams, 1978) showed that…
Ø
Two identical (first author & year) citations: Roberts et al. (2016a, 2016b)

Miscellaneous
• American vs. British English: Just be consistent. Let the publisher handle it.
Ø
Behavior vs. behaviour
Ø
modeling vs. modelling
Ø
“quotation,” vs. “quotation”,
• Countable vs. uncountable nouns
Ø
Researches, works, behaviors, temperatures, pressures (X)
Ø
Conclusions, studies, papers (O)
•

Increase monotonously ⇒ Increase monotonically

•

Firstly, secondly ⇒ first, second (adverbs)

•

et al. = et alias, often mistaken as et. al. (X)

Wrapping Up
• Writing principles
Ø Minimal writing
Ø Short paragraphs
Ø Avoid repetition of words/sentences
• Keys to improvement
Ø Attentive reading
Ø Don’t be lazy, google it (not naver)!
Ø Learn, use, and repeat

